MEMORANDUM CIRCULAR NO. 29
Series of 2003

TO: ALL CONCERNED

RE: PDOS REQUIREMENT FOR US-BOUND WORKERS WITH EMPLOYMENT-BASED IMMIGRANT VISA

In the spirit of systems streamlining and considering that essential information contained in the Pre-departure Orientation Seminar (PDOS) programs administered by OWWA and the POEA are already incorporated in the PDOS being provided by the Commission on Filipino Overseas (CFO) to outbound Filipinos in possession of immigrant visas, the CFO PDOS shall be sufficient requirement in the processing of US-bound workers with employment-based immigrant visa.

The CFO PDOS is being conducted daily for 1 ½ hours and the worker-immigrant shall personally register to the CFO’s Migrant Integration and Education Office located at the 2nd and 3rd Floors, Citygold Center, Quirino Avenue corner South Superhighway and shall present his/her passport and the visa, and shall pay a registration fee of P100.00.

For guidance/compliance.

ROSALINDA DIMAPILAS-BALDOZ
Administrator

CONTROLLED AND DISSEMINATED
BY CRD ON NOV 12 2003